Union Flays Callous N. Y. Unemployment Practices

The Union has moved on two fronts to end what it terms "punitive practices" by the New York State Unemployment Insurance Division. It is using both the courts and the legislature to bring about greateropportunity in the field of unemployment insurance.

About 240 unemployed, many of whom have been out of work for months, have been issued "no work found" notices by the division.

In effect, the notices declared the workers to be "unemployable" and ordered them to be kept off the rolls.

State Law: Workers Who Can Find Jobs Must Go To Court

The division's action has led to a series of court actions in which the union has been involved. In one case, the union has asked the court to order the division to take back an affirmative action against a worker who had been denied unemployment benefits.

The union has also been active in the legislature, seeking to pass a law that would require the division to prove that a worker is fit for work before it can be denied unemployment benefits.

Political Action Aids UE in Tonawanda

The union is also seeking to gain political support for its efforts to improve unemployment benefits.

In Tonawanda, the union has been active in supporting candidates who support its views on unemployment.

Four '23' Welders Win Upgrading

Four welders have won an upgrading in the "23" category at the Buffalo Steel Works. The welders, who are members of the union, have been upgraded to the "23" category at the plant.

The "23" category is the highest in the company's welder classification system.

Push TV Petitions

A petition has been made to the Federal Communications Commission to upgrade the "23" category for welders.

The petition was supported by the union, which has been active in seeking better working conditions for its members.

One Phone Call

A single call to the Federal Communications Commission can make a difference in the working conditions of welders.

The union has been active in seeking to upgrade the "23" category for welders, and a single call can help to bring about a change in working conditions.

The union is actively working to improve the lives of its members and to bring about greater opportunity in the field of unemployment insurance.
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Price Cuts, Phony Time Studies Halted in 60

A money-saving program which only GE got the brunt of cutting their time is getting a thorough US overhauled in Bigd. 60. Workers on the job were getting nothing for their work since the 30 per cent cut in their pay was already
in effect. The Foremen stated their reasons for this. The company is trying to squeeze something out of the $150,000 of new plant work on Bigd. 60. 

Prompt Steward Action Wins Vacation Pay

Paul Fink, lead grader in 60h
Bigd. 60. today has a check for 1,250 vacation pay

Help Heart Fund

The Heart Fund organization in Bigd. 60 was
in full swing with 1100 voluntary workers
Helping the cause.

Bldg. 60 Workers Lambast UJE’s Irresponsibility

A group of workers in Bigd. 60 claim the union should be on strike for its irresponsibility.

Bldg. 273 Third Shift Aids Two Brothers

Glen Smith, a member of the 27th shift in Bigd. 273. was chosen to help two brothers.

Stewards Elect New ‘301’ Executive Board for 1952

The new US Local 235 executive board for 1952 was elected Thursday. With holding beginning at 12:00 p.m. on February 7, and continuing until 4 p.m. the following afternoon, stewards elected 38 board members.

Unions’ 1952 Standing Committees Appointed

The newly elected US Local 235 executive board at its first meeting, Monday, February 11, appointed personal for standing committees of the Union for 1952.

State Action Sought On Flood Problem

The state of the flood damage in the United States has been a concern to many. It is estimated that the damage caused by the floods has been in the billions of dollars. The government has been working to provide relief and assistance to those affected by the floods.
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